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SPORTS TUESDAY
City Council calls for investigation
of fire code enforcement
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E3ZE

Hockey, gymnastic and swim
teams suffer through tough weekends
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BRIEFLY
Campus
USSR discussion:

An up-to-date panel on the
new changes in the USSR is
scheduledfor tonight. Faculty panelists include Anesa
Miller-Pogacar, Irina Stakhanova and Don K. Rowney.
The meeting will be at 8:30
p.m. in 115 Education.
The panel is sponsored by
the International Relations
Organization and is free and
open to all.
Ensemble performs:

The Bowling Green State
University New Music Ensemble will be performing
tonight at 8:00 in the Bryan
Recital Hall of the Moore
Musical Arts Center.
The performance is free
and open to the public.

City
Cocaine recovered:

Bowling Green City
Police and the Internal
Revenue Service recovered
more than 28 ounces of cocaine from a wooded area in
Lucas County Friday.
The cocaine, which has a
possible street value of
more than $80,000, was
found as a result of the
arrest of Thomas Farahay.
Let it snow:
Snow regulations in effect:
As the cold weather approaches, students are reminded of the rules regarding parking on the city's
snow streets.
Signs have been erected
on streets, designating
which are snow streets.
If snow reaches a depth of
two inches, a snow emergency will be declared.
If an emergency becomes
effective between 7:00 a.m.
and 9:00 p.m., motorists
have two hours to remove
their vehicles from the designated areas.
If an emergency becomes
effective between 9:00p.m.
and 7:00 a.m., motorists
have until 9:00 a.m. to remove their vehicles from
the snow streets.

State
Dressed for success:

About 300 squirming and
laughing grade-schoolers at
a Cleveland public school
were measured for uniforms Monday for the first
time because of a new dress
code that parents wanted.
The principal at Miles
Park Elementary said parents sought the policy after
hearing of a similar change
at some public schools in
Baltimore, where parents
hoped it would foster better
study habits and reduce
peer pressure to wear expensive, trend v outfits.

Weather
dvi

Windy and continued cold
with occasional snow Tuesday with
accumulations
likely and
temperatures falling
through
the 20s.
Brisk with
snow continuing in
the north and snow flurries
ending in the south Tuesday
night.
compiled form local and
wire reports

■O N»w«/Paul Vernon

We Win!
Falcon point guard Clinton Venable clenches his list In triumph and hugs a Jublllant
tan following the basketball team's 98-85 win over Michigan State Saturday. Venable
scored a team-high 24 points and live assists. Forward Joe Moore chipped In 23 and

led the team in rebounds with 13. "The tans were terrific." sold forward Steve Watson.
"They stuck with us the whole game, even when we went down early. We have great
fans here."

Faculty salary raise proposed
by Jeremy S. Weber
staff writer

The latest in a long line of plans
to improve faculty salaries at the
University is expected to be approved at today's Faculty Senate
meeting.
University faculty salaries currently rank in the 40th percentile
nationally for Category I schools
(large universities with research
Srograms). A new plan, devised
y the senate's faculty welfare
committee, aims to boost that
figure to the 60th percentile by
1995-96.

The proposal also intends to
make University faculty members the third-highest paid among
the eight Ohio Category I schools.
The University now ranks seventh.
The senate has offered several
similar plans in the past, but
committee chairperson Roger
Anderson said he believes the
new proposal could be achieved
with administrative help.
"We can get priority in terms of
the University giving a larger
percentage of the budget to faculty salaries," he said.
Since 1978 the senate has tried
to design a faculty dalary plan

without success, Anderson said.
The latest was a three-year plan
beginning in 1988, which has elapsed without reaching its goals.
Anderson said this proposal
may be more effective than recent plans since it covers five
years.
"We're taking a long-range approach," he said. "To do it m
three years would be unrealistic."
Faculty Senate chairperson
Harold Lunde agreed the longer
time frame gives the proposal a
greater chance of succeeding.
"If you take five years to do
something, it's easier than trying

to do it in three years," he said.
To achieve its goals, the senate's resolution calls for a 10 percent increase in the salary pool
for 1991 and smaller increases until 1995.
Gov. Richard Celeste is expected to announce a mid-year reduction in subsidies soon, but Anderson said he believes the University can reach the senate's salary
goals despite the state's economic difficulties.
"Obviously, given the state's
problems, there will be problems
reaching our goal," he said.
"Still, we feel if other universities
C See Salaries, page 4.

University hosts Accessibility has
Greenpeace visit 'long way to go*
by Greg Watson
staff writer

Today, most Americans call themselves environmentalists
and eagerly devour the messages of once-lonely groups like
Greenpeace.
This could be a major turn around — perhaps just in time — if
the interested act on issues like those to be discussed tonight by
Greenpeace representative Christopher Childs.
The lecture sponsored by UAO at 7 p.m. will focus on the role
Greenpeace plays in environmental issues, such as nuclear
waste disposal and toxic waste dumped into the ocean.
A slide presentation will follow, said Brian Tague, University
Activities Organization spokesperson and event coordinator.
Greenpeace is an international environmental agency that for
Sears has protested the deterioration of the earth's environment
y industry and other agencies.
Justine Magsig. Center for Environmental Programs assistant director, said she is glad Greenpeace is coming to the University.
"Greenpeace is not as radical as they used to be — they don't
endanger anybody but themselves, but they make their point,"
Magsig said.
For example, recently some members chained themselves to
a whaling vessel to protest whale hunting.
D See Oreen Peace, page 4.

by J..I. Thompson
staff writer

While walking to class, a student government member said he
saw someone in a wheelchair
overturn and fall onto the sidewalk.
The accident occurred when
the physically challenged student
hit a bump and was thrown forward onto the cement. A bystander helped him back into the
wheelchair.
Incidents such as this have
brought access for the physically
challenged under scrutiny by
University Handicapped Services
and Undergraduate Student
Government.
Both organizations are working
to have improvements made —
which many say should have been
done a while ago.
One student said she has difficulties getting around campus in
her motorized cart and, although
many buildings have devices to
make them accessible, many

cannot be used due to poor planning.
For example, she said the ramp
constructed in front of Prout Hall
is unusable due to it's L-shape.
Instead, students use a small
wooden ramp placed at the building's rear.
'' I think if the college is going to
call itself accessible, it's got a
long way to go," she said. "The
mam thing I would emphasize is
to talk to the people [who use it]
before they spend the money."
Handicapped Services Director
Robert Cunningham said he has
been working on improving conditions on campus during the past
few years, but he was unaware of
some problems cited by physically challenged students — such as
poor planning and a lack of power
doors.
"Sometimes people can fall
into the trap of thinking they
know what's best," he said.
"(But] someone who has a
wheelchair or scooter is infinitely
more knowledgeable than I am.
See Access, page 4.

Cause of
deadly jet
collision
unknown
ROMULUS, Mich. — A jetliner
clipped another while preparing
to take off from the Detroit airport in heavy fog Monday, igniting a fire that left one plane in
smoking ruins. At least eight
people were killed and 20 injured,
officials said.
It was not immediately clear
what caused the collision between
a DC-9 and a Boeing 727-200, both
operated by Northwest Airlines.
A spokesman for air traffic controllers said the DC-9 appeared to
have become lost on a slick, foggy
taxiway and strayed into the 72Ts
path.
For nearly an hour after the
accident, smoke billowed out of
the fuselage of the DC-9, where
passengers apparently became
trapped by the fast-moving fire.
By the time the fire was extinguished, much of the plane's roof
was open to the overcast sky.
Officials had initially said that
19 people were killed, but Northwest officials and Wayne County
Executive Edward McNamara
later said that was wrong.
McNamara said the medical
examiner had "swept through the
wreckage twice and found nine
bodies," while Northwest
spokesperson Bob Gibbons said
the coroner "told a Northwest
representative that there were
eight dead."
Gibbons stressed that authorities were not ruling out further changes in the death toll.
The DC-9, Flight 1482 to Pittsburgh, was carrying 39 passengers and four crew members, according to the airline. The 727
Flight 299 to Memphis, was carrying 146 passengers.
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STAR still not
free of hassles
Many times, those things heralded as the great answer to a problem are not answers, but merely
improvements that have a way to go before the situation is resolved. Such is the situation with the STAR
registration system.
Although the STAR system is one of the better ideas
that has been instituted in recent years on this campus, Thursday everyone in Wood County found it not to
beproblem-free.
(iTE handled more than 45,000 calls in Wood County
during the first hour of open registration — 5,000 more
calls than the maximum the computerized telephone
switch can process. The result was a delayed dial tone
for most telephone lines in the area.
The five to 30-second delays caused by the demands

on the telephone system were annoying, but annoyance is something most people can put up with. But the
slowed system was also dangerous because that time
lapse could make a crucial difference in dialing 911 or
calling an ambulance or the fire department.
In addition to the delayed dial tone, students had
difficulty accessing the STAR lines to alter their class
schedules due to the number of people wanting to
make changes.
The Office of the Records and Registration can be
commended for its quick and accommodating response to the problem. Expanding the STAR registration
hours ana the length of time the STAR help line and
registration windows were open certainly helped ease
the deluge of student requests.
However, everyone, including the registration office, agrees permanent changes must be made to correct the telephone overload problem which inconvenienced everyone.
The STAR system was instituted to make registration easier and eradicate the long registration lines in
the Union. Thursday proved that the lines have not
been eradicated, only moved into the student's homes.
Because the current University telephone switch was

installed only five years ago, it is unlikely that the
purchase of a computer with more capacity is on the
norizon. The solution to the problem lies in scheduling
additional open registration times.
During open registation, the STAR lines should be in
operation 24 hours per day for at least the first week
and tht registration windows and help line should be
staffed until 8 p.m. for the first three days of open registration. This solution, very similar to the initial response of the Registrar's office, seems to be the most
plausible, given the equipment already in place.
Of course, there will be a rush that first hour of open
registration. It is human nature to want to get the first
shot at available classes. However, expanded hours
will reduce the rush and our current computer will be
able to accommodate demands on the telephone
system.
STAR is a step in the right direction. So are the
measures taken by the Registration office to correct
its flaws. But it is important that steps are taken to
correct already-evidenced flaws and to trouble-shoot
for flaws that may occur in the future. Only then will
the system really eradicate registration hassles.

Letters
Student defends Coughlin's record
Editor, The News;
After reading a recent letter attempting to blast Undergraduate
Student Government President Kevin Coughlin, I was at first surprised, then upset. I find it hard to believe that a member of College
Democrats could accuse Kevin of partisanship. Coughlin has not only
done everything he can do to keep partisan politics out of USG, he has
openly and repeated pledged in his meetings and in the press that partisanship has absolutely no place in USG. As for inviting Paul Gilmor
to speak at the USG retreat, he is our area congressman, and the retreat was in his home town. Perhaps we should have invited Tony
Celebrezze instead?
As for the remarks on the course evaluation booklet, the arguments
are not new, and have been answered numerous times. The book admittedly has flaws, but as a first-year project, it lays an excellent
groundwork for improvement in the future. Coughlin has also done
more than almost anyone on this campus for student rights by talking
directly to city officials about the East Merry/Frazee incidents, including meetings with Mayor Miller and city council members.
Furthermore, I strongly suggest that the writer of the Nov. 28 letter
check her facts better in the future when speaking of issues such as
USG. If she had, she would have known that it is not the president who
selects what groups are given seats in USG, but a committee of senators who are responsiblefor granting organizational representation.
Kevin Coughlin, throughout his presidency, has sent one clear, unequivocal message to all partisan groups on campus: "Keep your partisan agendas out of USG!" I think this is how most students at the
University want it.
Joseph Fazek
209 rioters

Instructor upset by lack of support
Editor, The News;

Thrt » "fW fl/\C/

Ike foretold, foretells trouble

I have recently resigned from a part-time position teaching English
at the University (effective at the end of the fall 1990.) I have done so
I was doing the "liberal" thing
in protest to what I feel are unreasonable working conditions.
The response I received from the administration was to partially the other night. I was practicing
personalize my concerns. Though this made me angry, what I found to my knee-jerk moves in the privbe more disturbing and, in some ways, more instructive was the re- acy of my apartment. I stood besponse I received from my colleagues. No one, not a single person, fore my poster of Abbie Hoffman
stood up in my behalf. Now, while I did not solicit such support nor am and cursed myself for not attendI interested in negotiating for better conditions in my case alone, the ing the Persian Gulf protest rally
issue which was raised by my resignation is clear. Whether or not one Friday. Then I heard a knock on
disputes the particulars of my situation, everybody knows that the my door. I answered the knock
and who stood before me but
part-timers get shafted.
Dwight D. Eisenhower himself.
He was grinning at me like RiSo why no support, except for private expressions of sympathy? I
chie
Cunningham. Now, I have
believe the reason is that we (academics) live in an atmosphere of
fear where any meaningful assertation is potentially job or career- been visited Defore by Jesus and
threatening. This is exactly the same kind of environment of intimida- Elvis, but here was Eisenhower,
tion which the Soviets proffered to their professionals and artists be- a dyed-in-the-wool Republican,
fore the recent reforms. (But at least the Russians were more honest World War II hero and 34th presiabout it. We are surprised and even indignant when our students seem dent of the United States standing
in my doorway.
to be more interested in grades than in ideas.)
"Howdy, Chuck, can I come
So what, then, is the lesson of a teacher who must leave the system?
It is similar, I think, to that of a whore who discovers that she is preg- in?"
"Sure,"I said, embarrassed
nant: in spite of her best efforts, she is life-giving, and, in order to
that a naked picture of Gretta,
protect that child, must leave the house.
the painted Harley woman, was
Stephen Gelfman
adorning my wall.
English instructor
"You got any Old Milwaukees
left?" he asked.
I went to the fridge wondering
why Eisenhower, who had died
the year of Woodstock, was sitting on my couch, adoring the pic- An Independent Student Voice ture of Gretta. He was a person
who embodied the 1950s for me.
Editorial Board
Some people thought of James
Dean. But "Ike" was a truer
Barbara A Weadock
symbol for me of that conservaeditor
James A Tinker
Deborah Hippie
tive decade so gleefully captured
managing editor
assistant managing editor
on the television show, "Happy
John Kohlslrand
Days."
city editor
I brought him his beer and sat
Jill Novak
Christian Thompson
down with a glass of water. I
news editor
news editor
wanted to be sober to hear what
Wynne Everett
Lynn M Gagel
he had to say.
editorial editor
assistant editorial editor
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"Well the chickens are finally
coming home to roost," he began,"! warned them about the
military-industrial complex ...
basing our economy soley on the
machinery to build weapons ...
and you know that oil is integral
to this whole economy."
"But what about Saddam Hussein?" I countered."He is the
mad dog of the Middle
East...shouldn't he be stopped?"
"Sure, he should've been when

WordUp
by
Chuck
Travis
he gassed his own people, the
Khurds. Heck, we sold him the
materials that allowed him to
make those chemical weapons;
seems we have created a Frankenstein."
Eisenhower then asked me if I
wanted to go for a ride. I said sure
and we walked out to his cherryred Corvette convertible and
hopped in. Eisenhower peeled
out, laying smoking rubber in our
wake. Soon two Bowling Green
police cars were pursuing us,
their sirens wailing, their lights

cherry-topping.
If you justified the U.S. presEisenhower grinned and ence with either, you were either
winked at me. "Ever seen 'Back being a knee-jerk reactionary or
to the Future'?" he asked. I nod- a bigot. But my little trip with
ded and Eisenhower floored the Eisenhower was clarifying things
convertible.
a bit.
Colors streaked and exploded.
The architects of the militaryThe Corvette bulleted forward industrial complex had enviand I was flung back against my sioned a Cold War World. They
had not given thoughts to a burseat.
The next thing I knew, we were geoning Third World presence.
on a desert highway, dodging a
Their blueprints had not the
bedouin and his camel. Eisen- foresight or the ability to deal
hower screeched the convertible with Banana Republics, whose
to a stop and we came to a rest leaders had world conquest as
before a stand of palm trees.
one of their goals. World conquest
"Do you know what radiation as the result of being a Cold War
does to oil?" asked Eisen- puppet.
hower, "It ruins it... this was the
Eisenhower dropped me off at
richest oil plain on earth before Howard's. I told him I wanted to
the war."
walk home and think things over.
"What war?" I asked.
Things reminded me eerily of the
Eisenhower slapped me upside Civil War, when the opposing
the head. "Come on we're going troops waited for combat across
to Jerusalem."
their opposing shores in plain
Colors streaked and exploded view of each other's campf ires.
once again. We found ourselves
The Civil War, one of the
on the West Bank of Jerusalem. bloodiest wars ever fought, was a
The sky was fire and it rained necessary part of our history.
rocks. It looked like a fire and
Our reasons for being in the
brimstone chapter out of the Old Persian Gulf seem less noble. The
Testament.
machinery is there and reality
"Jerusalem ... the city of three seems to dictate that conflict will
religions - Islam, Judaism and occur. For a President who says
Christianity... seems like there is he wants peace, George Bush is
enough religion in this world to waving a pretty big club in Iraq's
divide people and yet not enough direction. And for a man whose
to keep them together," said lips have been read before and
Eisenhower.
found wanting, all I have to say is
I was sort of nervous. Two "Praise the Lord and pass the
thoughts were alternately pound- ammo."
Chuck Travis is a columnist for
ing in my knee-jerk brain. Oil and
The News.
Israel.

By J.A. Holmgren
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Talk examines black identity Early Childhood
by Marvin C. Brown
stall writer

Until 10 years ago, the objective of African Americans — via
efforts such as the Civil Rights
Movement — was to assimilate
into "European" society, according to Na'im Akbar, a psychology
professor from the University of
Michigan.
The past decade, however, has
brought about a "renaissance in
whicn African Americans strive
to restore cultural integrity and
become self-determined, dignified human beings," he said.
Akbar spoke Sunday afternoon
during the Black Pride and Consciousness Session Ill/Unity Rally Banquet, sponsored by the
Black Student Union.
Akbar said in the past, many

African Americans believed they
could only achieve goals of dignity through white people.
"The struggles of [Martin
Luther] King Had nothing to do
with the black movement, but
were directed at assimilating into
white society," he said. "We nave
been fighting to be tenured by
[white people], hired by them,
promoted by them."
Gradually, he said, black peo61e have learned that by giving up
ieir identities to accept those of
white society, things have not
been much easier.
"The only way to be dignified
on this earth is to be yourself," he
said.
According to Akbar, one important way to unite African Americans is through Kwanzaa, an
African-American holiday. He
said the holiday, which means

Education Center
offers experience

"Feast of First Fruits," reflects during Christmas," he said.
the changing attitudes of African "Kwanzaa allows black people to
reunify around something sane
Americans.
and rational — the family." he
"Kwanzaa is a celebration that said.
reaffirms black unity, which
brings about collective economAkbar said Kwanzaa is a celeics and collective responsibi- bration of the "energy" that has
lites," he said. "It begins to bring kept African Americans alive
us to a re-creation — it brings the throughout a turbulent history.
black family back together."
"What is it that has brought
[African Americans] out of the
He said the holiday, Dec. 26 - fields of slavery and now permits
1 Jan. 1, is unlike Christmas since us to walk across the Harvard
it does not focus on merchandis- campus?" he said. "What is it
ing and icons ("a fat, white Santa that makes us able to survive
Claus,"), but on ideas of unity.
often being the only black student
Akbar called Christmas a in a classroom?
"white supremist, nationalist
"Celebrating the nature of the
holiday," which only connects
energy that allowed us to take
white people with God.
nothing and turn it into something
"Depression and alcohol- is what Kwanza is about," he
related accidents are rampant added.

by Christy Vargo
writer

BSU honors unity participants
by Marvin C. Brown
staff writer

Students, faculty members and
organizations that have made
contributions in "promoting
black pride and unity'' were honored Sunday during a lecture/banquet in the Towers Inn.
During the Black Pride and
Consciousness Session, sponsored
by the Black Student Union, various African-American students,
faculty members and organizations gathered to dine, listen to a

■The Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity;
■The Board of Black Cultural
Activities, co-sponsor of the
Black Student Unity Conference,
at which Minister Louis Farrakhan spoke; ■The campus chapter
oftheNAACP.
Also honored was Marshall
Rose, new Affirmative Action director; Charles Mohammad and
the Toldeo Mosque for their
efforts in bringing Farrakhan to
the University; BSU member
Beverly Hives and BG News staff
writer Marvin Brown.

guest lecturer and receive honor.
The Kappa Alpha Psi faternity
was on hand to honor faculty
members with achievement
awards.
"The award is for faculty
members that we feel have personified black pride," Troy
Hardgrow, Kappa president,
said.
Faculty honored were:
■Robert Perry, chairperson
and associate professor of ethnic
studies;
■Jack Taylor, assistant vice
president of multicultural af-

fairs;
■Dave Stanford, assistant director of cooperative education;
■Mary Edmonds, vice president students affairs;
■Charles Mohammad, ethnic
studies instructor.
The BSU give awards to "the
outstanding organizations and
Eeople thathave strengthened the
lack community."
■Organizations honored were:
■The Obsidian, the only black
Ohio college newspaper;
■The Minority Business Student Organization;

If there is a large turnout for
tonight's lecture, Raehita said
UAO will sponsor future lectures
addressing environmental issues.
"If there is a beautiful showing
at the lecture, we will try to do
different things," he said. "If the
campus shows a great interest in

the environment, we will try to [crowd at] the lecture because
get [other environmental groups] there is a growing concern by
University students for environhere."
More radical environmental mental issues," he added.
Magsig said the lecture will
groups like Earth First might
also be invited to speak at the give students a good opportunity
to get involved in environmental
University, he said.
"I think there will be a good activities.

Green Peace
U Continued from page 1.
Dave Raehita, who helped coordinate the lecture, said UAO
invited Greenpeace to the University because of environmental
concerns on campus and because
Greenpeace's visibility would attract more people.

Elementary education majors
learn about their prospective
profession not only from classroom lectures, but from the practical experience at the University
Early Childhood Education
Center.
The center, located next to
Johnston Hall, provides valuable
experience for students, administrator Vicki Knauerha.se said.
Students plan snack menus and
creative movement activities for
three-to five-year-old children.
"Classroom work is not the
same as hands on experience
with the kids," she said. "Interaction teaches the students things
they can't learn from a textbook."
Students pursuing degrees in
early childhood education teach
at the center one day a week to
Sain practical experience. In edition, they test the children's
cognitive abilities and make
videotapes of the children
interacting, Knauerhase said.
Becky Pelton, mother of threeyear-old Hannah, a child at the
center, had reservations about
the center testing her daughter's
cognitive abilities.
"I was leery about signing the
permission form," she said. "'But
Vicki Knauerhase wrote out the
details of the testing procedure
and it didn't bother Hannah."
She is more comfortable with
the testing now.
Pelton said her daughter loves
going to the center and being
around other children.
"Hannah is more independent
and her play is more imaginative

since she started attending the
center," she said.
Pelton said she taught elementary school in Virginia before
moving to Bowling Green and the
degree requirements for elementary education have changed.
"When I was in college, most of
my work was academic," she
said. "Even my curriculum consisted of taking notes from a lecture."
The hands-on experience that
students gain for their degree is
invaluable, Pelton said.
"Academic work doesn't help
when you're standing in front of
30 kids with different personalities," she said. "I'm happy to
see students gaining experience
before their first teaching job."
Parents pay $245 per semester
for childcare, which works out to
$1.10 an hour, Knauerhase said.
The center's childcare rates
are low in relation to baby sitters,
Pelton said.
"I know of some parents paying
$160 a week for sitters, which
would cover several weeks at the
University's center," she said.
The low cost of childcare at the
center allows for people with a
wide range of incomes to use the
center, including those who are
not usually found in normal daycare settings, Knauerhase said.
"A few children are from lowincome families," she said. "The
problems of the families hit home
when a child shows up without a
heavy coat or socks in the middle
of winter."
The students must gain additional experience by volunteering
at nursery schools in the BG and
Toledo area, said Margaret BeD See Child Car*, page 4.

HOME FALCON HOCKEY FRIDAY AND SATURDAY VS. NORTH DAKOTA
Bowl 'N' Greenery-

ONLV 20 SHOPPING DflVS l€FT UNTIL

EXAM SPECIAL

CHRISTMAS!

Sunday, December 2 thru Thursday, December 6
Sunday, December 16 thru Thursday, December 20
Study and Relax in l he privacy of your own room at

AH you Can Eat
11:30 - 2:00
4:00 - 7:00
•
•
•

Hitch o Ride to:

$3.99
$4.50

Franklin
jf
Pork Moll

Soup 'n' Salad
Hot Entrees
Baked Potato w/ Sour Cream

• Choice of Beverage

Sunday December 9 12,4°
Call to Reserve your Spot
354-7118

Located in the University Union
Quantum 90 card accepted 4-7 only for on campus students
Quantum 90 card accepted all day for off campus students

> •£
;
i

***•**+***++»—»••***»•—»»»**»

$£/

} Jonlu

ft***********************
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Falcon Pla
(locoled across from Harshman Dorm)

$24.95
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BEST WESTERN

RESERVE

per night for o single or double room
• Early check-in and late check-out times
• Continental Breakfast
• Coffee available 24 Hours

I iiniinl numhrr uf raom\ miri/iMf- ■( f*i* rale
Advance reservation* required, present valid BCiSU ID at
check m Not valid for family, friendv and other non-vludenn

OFFICERS'

TRAINING

352-4671
CORPS

The BG News
A Finals Week Special Edition
to help you make it through the week
(and to December graduation?)
■ Regular news section update

■ Classified section

■ Tips to help you handle final exams
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: Display Thursday. Dec. 6, 4p.m.
Classified Thursday, Dec. 13, 4p.m.

i

Tabloid format, 11,200 copies
at our regular distribution points. K99&3*

MY DEGREE GOT ME THE INTERVIEW.
ARMY R0TC GOT ME THE JOB.
You can begin to develop impressive leadership skills with an Army ROTC elective.
TAKE MILITARY SCIENCE 101 NEXT SEMESTER
• 2 ELECTIVE CREDIT HOURS

• INTERESTING. EXCITING TRAINING
• NO OBLIGATION
• SEVERAL CONVENIENT SECTIONS TO
CHOOSE FROM ARMY ROTC AT BGSU
372-2476

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE TOO CAN TAKE.
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City
Council considers codes Education solution to
student/police conflict

by John KohUtrand
dty editor

Ward 1 City Councilman Jim
Davidson called for an investigation of compliance with
local fire codes during a quick
45-minute session of Bowling
Green City
Council Monday night.

Davidson referred to a Nov.
29 BG News
story which
looked at a re-1
cent house fire
Davidson
at a Manville
Avenue building. A former resident there claimed their landlord
had refused to issue them a

smoke detector, but the owner
said the smoke detectors had
been removed by tenants.
"We've had some deaths due to
fire and faulty smoke detectors,"
Davidson said, referring to a
trailer fire last year which killed
two.
In that incident, the trailer had
no smoke detector, but a citation
was not issued, according to Davidson.
It is time to see how closely fire
codes are followed and ask if
alternate enforcement procedures may keep better compliance, Davidson said. The investigation may include a survey
of students, he added.
City inspections of fire code violations are now on a voluntary
basis: that is, on the request of a
tenant. If a violation is found, the
landlord is given a chance to cor-

!! ATTENTION UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS !!
ROUND II
Alumni Association funds arc available for
undergraduate students interested In conducting research projects
Further Information and Applications are available
from Research Services
120 McFall Center ■ or call 372-7714
Deadline is Monday, December 10,1990

rect it before a citation is issued.
City Council president Joyce
Kepke referred trie matter to the
Transportation and Safety committee without discussion.

by Jacqueline M. Porter
dty writer

* * *

In other business, Doodles
Comedy Club, 1616 E. Wooster
The events at East Merry Mania and Frazee
St., requested council permission
to get a liquor license from the Frenzy have shown the need forieducation of all
Bowling Green citizens, including/ permanent resistate of Ohio.
dents, student residents and police, said officials
Planned as a haven for non- at a Community Improvement Committee meetalcoholic entertainment when it in gMonday.
The meeting was called to allow students a
opened in September, Doodles
has apparently stuggled to attact chance to raise their concerns about the problems
customers by serving mock cock- presented by the events of Sept. 7-8.
Greg Bakies, director of Student Legal Services,
tails and other non-alcoholic
said he believes the need for education involves
drinks.
everyone involved with the city.
"We know what happened in the past; now we
The Dl, D2 and D3 license will
allow the sale of beer, wine and need to research and educate students, as well as
liquor before 1 a.m. The license is the permanent residents on what to do," he said.
Bakies questioned the actions of the police, statexpected to be approved by the
ing they also need to be investigated.
state on Dec. 17.
"The police should have used foresight in the
Owner Frank Martin declined Merry incidents — this should be foremost on an
comment Monday evening.
officer's mind of what may happen if what they are
about to do is against the law, he said.
* * *
It appears the Grinch may be at "Some lines were crossed," he said. "The point
work stealing Bowling Green's from regulation to suppression was crossea and
Christmas trees, as a second certain requirements were overlooked," he added.
evergreen was reported stolen by Committee chairperson Pearl Oppliger agreed
that the laws should work for all residents, includone or more persons last week.
Public works Director Bill ing students.
Blair reported the second inci- *"We need to have basic education — we expect
dent occured at the water tower privacy as residents; students should receive the
at Clough Street and Manville same treatment. Just because they're students
doesn't make them any different," she said.
Avenue.
Earlier last week an Oak Grove "The laws [regarding drinking] for my home
Cemetery evergreen was should also apply tor students," she added.
chopped down and the top re- Oppliger is head of the committee, which will
moved, apparently for use as a release final recommendations about East Merry
and other incidents by the Dec. 17 city council
Christmas tree.
No suspects have been men- meeting.
Undergraduate Student Government Vice
tioned.
President Linda Schnetzer said the difference in
treatment by the police between students and
permenent residents should be stopped.
"They (the police) shouldn't differentiate be-

tween students in apartments and permenent residents in apartments — if things don't shape up, it
will be worse in the spring," she said.
Rob Routzan, sophomore political science
major, said there will be a party in the spring.
"This [East Merry Mama] has been happening
for five years — nothing, including the police, is
going to stop it," he said.
"Anti-keg restrictions and keg registrations will
not keep it from coming — if the police act the
same way it will only get worse," he added.
Schnetzer suggested the police determine what
they will do before the annual spring party. "They
[the police] should outline what they plan to do
prior to the party and stick to it," she said. "By
spring there should be a set policy."
"My biggest fear is that the police will have even
more problems if the same thing happens in the
spring as in the fall," she added.
Mike Sears, sophomore psychology major, said
he is not against police action.
"I'm not against the police making arrests.
There will be arrests at a function of that scale —
but they should follow their own laws," he said.
Ward 4 Councilman Bill Herald beleives the
police should have a well thought out and responsible plan before the event.
"The police have three options," he said. " They
can use containment; in other words, establish
parameters and if anyone crossed them to make
arrests. Secondly, use aggression to the point of
violating privacy as what happened in the tall, and
finally arrest crowds that are smaller in order to
keep the party under control — be more responsible and legal/' he said.
Oppliger informed students if they have any
complaints or concerns to talk to their councilperson.
,..
"That is our job, to listen to the concerns of the
citizens we represent," she said.
Herald agreed.
"Citizens have the right to get council to investigate the problem and it will be looked at —
this is not an idle statement," he said.

Child Care

Spend the weekend
in New York City
WHEN: January 18-21
COST: $135 per person
(Includes hotel and transportation)

WINTER'S
HERE AND
YOUR CAR'S
IN FOR A
SCRAPE.

Sign up NOW in the
office, 3rd floor Union.
(Please pay at the tlrna of signup)

Need Science Credits?...
Short of Class Time?...
Like the Challenge of
New Frontiers?

Here's a New Telecourse featuring Contemporary
Mathematics and Focusing on Real Life Applications
MATH 111 (3 Semester Credits)
• Can be used toward Group III requirement for degree
programs including B.A., B.F.A., B.A. in Comm.
• Prerequisite: 1 year of high school algebra. This course
will not cover extensive algebraic skills.
• Watch the programs in your home or on-campus.
• Only 15 campus meetings, 2 programs per week.
• Taught by Fredrick Leetch, Professor Emeritus o(
Mathematics.
SPRING SEMESTER 1441
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When the weather outside turns
frightful, turn into Valvoline Instant
Oil Change.
In ahout ten minutes, you can
face winter with a clean change of
Oil, a new filter, a well-lubricated
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chassis and the peace of mind that comes
yy"
with our complete maintenance
check.. .including a check of your antifreeze.
It's service so good we guarantee it for 3
months or 3,000 miles. Or your money back.
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For more information on these courses:
Call Continuing Education at 372-8181.

DO YOU ...
NEED MATHEMATICS CREDIT?
HAVE SCHEDULING PROBLEMS?
LIKE TO MAKE MATH WORK
FOR YOU?

Free Ice Scraper & $3.00 Off.

OIL, LURE, FILTER,
AND OUR COMPLEtl
MAINTENANCE CHECK

D Continued from page 3.
jarano senior early childhood education major.
Diversity of experience is
necessary because of the
different demands the students
may face after graduation.
"Pre-kindergarten programs
are being established in public
school systems to compensate for
the shortage of childcare," Bejarano saidT
If pre-kindergarten becomes
the norm in public schools, the
cost of daycare at centers will
rise as fewer parents use them,
Bejarano said.
The center offers morning and
afternoon sessions daily from
8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
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(3 Semester Credits)
2 court* programs
will be viewed each
R-\, w**k. Tha class will
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No prerequisites. No prior
science course required
Watch programs in the
comfort of your own home
or at your choice of times
In the library.
Only 9 doss meetings on
th* campus.
Class taught by Gwynne
Sfoner Rtfe ond Cynthia
Stong-Groat. Their spaclalty Is
Marine Biology.
Selene* Group III course
does not carry lab credit.

HE'S MAKING A LIST AND
CHECKING IT TWICE ...
1. Campus Manor
5. 610 Second
9. 605 Second St.
2. Rockledge Manor 6. 810 & 815 Fourth St. 10. 733 Manville
3. 615 Second St.
7. 825 Third St.
11. 755 Manville
fr 4. 701 Fourth St.
8. 841 Eighth Street
12. 777 Manville
R.E. MANAGEMENT
Currently leasing for
113 Railroad Street
Spring, Summer & Fall 1991.
352 - 9302
Mon-Fri8-5, Sat 9-3
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Salaries
Q Continued from page 1.
can do it, Bowling Green should
be able to do so also."
However, University President
Paul Olscamp said he does not
expect the University will be able
to afford such a plan.
"We get money from basically
two areas — student payments
and state subsidies," he said. "I
have no problem of moving BGSU
from its current level to the 60th
percentile if the state subsidies or
tuition increases to meet that
cost.
"The answer is devastatingly
simple — it's a question of revenues. If we are to provide more
money for anything at all — other
than the capital budget — we
have to increase revenues or take
away revenue from other areas
and I'm not prepared to do that."
Christopher Dalton, vice president of planning and budgeting,
said he was unsure if the proposal

is practical, but said it is not the
faculty welfare committee's role
to determine feasibility.
"I don't know if it's realistic,"
he said. "Faculty salaries are
always a very sensitive issue."
Both Olscamp and Executive
Assistant Lester Barber said part
of the reason the senate's last
plan was not successful was due
to the University's early retirement incentive program.
Under the retirement program,
the University provides monetary incentives for faculty members to retire early. The intent is
to hire younger faculty to prepare
for a projected shortage of teachers in the mid-90s.
Olscamp said a greater percentage of young faculty members — who are generally paid
less than more experienced
teachers — is contributing to relatively low salaries.

"The early retirement incentive program is working," he
said. Our average goes down as
the success of the plan goes up."
Faculty salaries increasea 2.46
percent past year, while continuing faculty salaries increased 5.45
percent, Olscamp said.
Lunde agreed part of the
reason the last plan's goals were
not reached was the early retirement incentive program, but
said the University should still
remain competitive with other
Category I schools.
"Some universities have done
better than we have," he said.
"Those universities have lived in
the same environment."

moving.
The resolution indicates student support for accessibility and
will improve chances the LCIMR
request is granted, he said, addingr he needs continued backing.
'I appreciate them taking it up
as an issue," he said. "I'm going
to rely on [USG 1 like I'm going to
rely on myself to make this happen."
After observing conditions and
speaking with physically challenged students, USG cabinet
member Lara Snedeker said she
realized the extent of the problem.
"It's astounding how many
buildings are not accessible,"
Snedeker said.
Also, USG is recommending at
least one doorway in each building be made accessible to the
physically challenged.
According to Greg Rossetti, a

sponsor of the resolution, a doorway also needs to be widened in
Offenhauer — the only residence
hall accessible to the physically
challenged.
Cunningham said he plans to
widen the doorway when the
other improvements are made
this summer.
Rossetti said USG has not set
an absolute deadline, but wants to
have the accessibility project
completed in the near future.
"I hope to have these done
within the next two years, but we
have no deadline," he said.
Despite Cunningham's current
optimism, Rossetti is doubtful the
administration will devote immediate attention to the project.
"I think they will do it, it's just
a question of when," he said.

Access
D Continued from page 1.
Now that he realizes these
problems, Cunningham said he is
prioritizing needs and is working
out a tentative plan to have
changes made.
To fund the project, Cunningham said he is applying for a
Low Capitol Improvement Money
Request from the University.
Sidewalk improvements, power
door installations and curb cuts
are all projects he hopes will be
covered by the LCIMR and
worked on during the summer.
He said he does not know if predicted University budget cuts will
affect potential funding.
In addition to the Input from
physically challenged students,
Cunningham said a resolution
passed Dy USG — citing needed
improvements on campus — also
has helped him get the project
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Congratulations And Good Luck
In The Upcoming Year!
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■A resident of the 100 block
of Gorrell Avenue reported
someone stole her wooden
Santa and reindeer from her
roof Sunday morning.
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Chief Administrator
Philanthropy
Scholarship
Athletic
Alumni Correspondence
Assistant Correspondant
Historian
Homecoming
Public Relations
Ritual
Spirit
Parent/Faculty

■Police responded to a loud
party complaint in the 400
block of South College Drive
Sunday morning.

East Merry Avenue Apartments
Field Manor Apartments
Frazee Avenue Apartments
Buff Apartments
Campbell Hill Apartments
Columbia Court Apartments
Ridge Manor Apartments

Zeta Beta Tau

The Brothers of Zeta Beta Tau Would Like To Proudly
Announce Their 1991 Executive Council And Cabinet.
President
V.P. of Internal Affairs
V.P. of External Affairs
V.P. of Rush
V.P. of Membership Development
Treasurer
Social
Fraternal Development Officer

■Police responded to a loud
music complaint in the 700
block of Scott Hamilton Drive
Sunday morning.

Call or Stop In for a Complete
Listing of Available
Apartments & Houses
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zete Pete Tan

day evening at his residence.
■ Police responded to a loud
music complaint in the 1400
block of CHough Street Saturday evening.
■Thomas Saunders, Akron,
was cited for disorderly conduct while intoxicated at Anderson Arena Saturday evening.
■Scott Weymer, 516 Donbar
Drive, was cited for drug
abuse at Carter Park Sunday
morning.
■Fredrick Doyle, 850 Sixth
St. Apt. 10, was cited for disorderly conduct Sunday morning.
■Police responded to a loud
party complaint in the 300
block of East Merry Avenue
Sunday morning.
■Darlene Moosman, 214 Napoleon Rd. Apt. 31, was cited
tor theft at Stadium View Sunoco, 1530 E. Wooster St., Sunday morning.

LUe will be leasing the following
locations for the Foil of 1991

3
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Saturday morning.
■Ronald Reeder Jr., Oregon, O., was cited for open container and prohibited acts Saturday morning.
■John Pratt, Toledo, was
cited for open container Saturday morning.
■David Cervetto, Toledo,
was cited for open container
Saturday morning.
■Brian Priest, 18330 Brim
Rd. Lot 21, was cited for
underage drinking Saturday
morning.
■Police responded to a loud
party complaint in the 300
block of North Summit Street
Saturday morning.
■Steve Begovic, Euclid, O.,
was arrested for disorderly
conduct while intoxicated and
underage drinking and taken
to Wood County Jail Saturday
evening.
■Robert Caldwell, Toledo,
was cited for underage drinking Saturday evening.
■Kevin Robinson, 516 E.
Merry Ave. Apt. 5, was cited
for disorderly conduct Saturday evening at his residence.
■ James Vivolo, 516 E.
Merry Ave. Apt. 5, was cited
for disorderly conduct Saturday evening at his residence.
■Zeljko Blaskovic, 516 E.
Merry Ave. Apt. 5, was cited
for disorderly conduct Saturday evening at his residence.
■Thomas Bunsey, 516 E.
Merry Ave. Apt. 5, was cited
for disorderly conduct Satur-

Greenbriar Inc.

travel design
102 north mon street, bowing green, oho
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■An employee of Klotz
Flower Farm, 906 Napoleon
Rd., reported someone stole
$50 worth of Christmas lights
Thursday morning.
■Police responded to a loud
party complaint in the 200
block of East Poe Road Friday
morning.
■Kimberly Ruffing, 443
Bromfield Hall, was cited for
underage drinking Friday
morning.
■ Police responded to a loud
music complaint in the 800
block of Sixth Street Friday
morning.
■Christopher Matuska, 213
Mooney Hall, was cited for
underage drinking Friday
morning.
■Julie Smeltzer, 412 Ashley
Hall, was cited for theft after
she stole a lawn ornament
from the 200 block of Ada
Avenue Friday morning.
■Cindy Kuhn, 409 Ashley
Hall, was cited for theft after
she stole a lawn ornament
from the 200 block of Ada
Avenue Friday morning.
■Howard's Club H, 210 N.
Main St., confiscated 20 false
IDs Friday evening.
■ Police responded to a loud
music complaint in the 800
block of Scott Hamilton Drive
Friday evening.
■A resident of the 100 block
of Troup Avenue reported
there were five men in front of
his house yelling obscenities
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Full-time faculty members at
the University averaged $43,869
for 1989-90. The only Ohio Category I school with a lower salary
average was Miami University.
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Insulin pill awaits nod
by Mitch WdH
Associated Press wilier

TOLEDO — A researcher
said Monday he is awaiting
federal approval to test an insulin pill that could make life
easier for millions of diabetics
throughout the world.
Murray Saffran, a biochemist at the Medical College of
Ohio, said tests show a pill he
developed has reduced the
blood-sugar level in diabetic
dogs.
'^e have shown to our satisfaction that our insulin given to
diabetic dogs will bring the
blood-sugar level down
towards normal. ... We are
now negotiating with the Food
and Drug Administration for
permission to try the same
process on human patients,"
the 66-year-old Saffran said in
an interview.
The FDA has requested additional material. Saffran
hopes to have agency approval
by early next year.
Eva Kemper, a spokeswoman for the FDA in Washington, said she couldn't discuss
Saffran's request because of
confidentiality laws.
Diabetes is a disease characterized by increased urination,
thirst, hunger, weight loss and
weakness. High levels of glu-

cose are characteristically
found in the blood and urine.
Millions of diabetics worldwide take insulin by injection
each day. Without it they
would die.
Insulin is a protein substance created By the pancreas. It is picked up by the
blood and taken directly to the
liver. Diabetics are unable to
produce insulin.
For years, diabetic patients
have been wondering whether
the needle and syringe could
be replaced by a capsule containing insulin. Now, Saffran
said he is closer than ever to
reaching that goal and the
benefits of oral insulin could
include reducing high blood
pressure and heart and kidney
disease.
"In a person who doesn't
have any insulin made by the
pancreas, injected insulin is
put into the leg, arm, abdomen
and only a small fraction reaches the liver. The rest goes
into the blood, but also goes
into other tissues where normally insulin isn't seen — and
it goes there in a very high
concentration," Saffran said.
"There's a fear the diabetic
patient exposed to too much
insulin in the wrong place may
have side effects.'
He said insulin taken by
mouth would imitate natural

insulin by going from the intestine directly into the liver.
"The liver has first crack at
it and the rest of the body is
protected against the flood of
too much insulin," he said.
Saffran has been working on
the pill for 10 years. Saffran's
main problem had been finding a way to protect the insulin
pill from being destroyed by
digestion before it reached the
liver.
But Saffran said he has
worked out that problem. Insulin, mixed with an aspirin-like
chemical, is put into ordinary
medicinal capsules made of
Selatin. The gelatin capsule is
len coated with a special
waterproof plastic that
protects it against destruction
in the small intestine, where
most digestion occurs.
Novo-Nordisk, a Denmarkbased pharmaceutical company, would provide the insulin for Saffran's tests.
Rex Clemens, a NovoNordisk researcher based in
the company's Princeton,
N.J., headquarters, said Saffran's method shows promise.
He said what separates Saffran's method from other oral
insulin projects is the plastic
coating.
Researchers in several
countries are working on oral
insulin.
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See Your
Student Government
in Action
General Assembly Meetings
are televised on cable channel
24, Television Learning
Services, the Wednesday
following each bi-weekly
meeting at 4:30 p.m. and
Thursday at 1:00 p.m.

CLA-ZEL THEATRE
BOWLING GREEN • J1J-U6I

Nightly at
7:15- 9:30
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Senators want sanctions
WASHINGTON (AP) - The United States cannot
be sure economic sanctions will ever force Iraq out
of Kuwait and waiting for such an uncertain outcome would risk erosion of the international coalition behind military force, Defense Secretary Dick
Cheney said Monday.
Cheney, laying out to the Senate Armed Services
Committee the administration's rationale for
building up a military force for possible attack in
the Persian Gulf, gave the most pessimistic view
yet on the potential of sanctions to work.
"Given the nature of the regime, given Saddam
Hussein's brutality to his own people, his very
tight control of that society, his ability to allocate
resources for the military, their ability to produce
their own food ... he can ride them out," Cheney
told the committee.
Several of the panel's Democrats, including
chairperson Sam Nunn of Georgia, contended the
administration seemed to be dismissing sanctions
too easily. "If we go to war, we never will know
whether they wouldhave worked," Nunn said.
Sen. John Glenn, D-Ohio, voiced misgivings
about a "Chicken Little approach to our policy.
The sky is falling and the only option is war.
Cheney spelled out in detail the U.S. position that
American and international interests are in jeopardy in the gulf crisis, contending that Saddam
might gain a stranglehold on oil, that he is destroying Kuwait and that his continued military buildup

Kohl starts coalition talks
BONN, Germany (AP) — One day after triumphing in all-German elections, Chancellor Helmut
Kohl on Monday began talks with coalition allies
on forming a new government and prepared to
tackle enormous problems facing the new Germany.
His center-right coalition swept to victory in
Sunday's parliamentary balloting, the first In a
united Germany since 1932, but Kohl had little time
to bask in the glory.
On Monday, the chancellor began talks with his
Christian Democratic Union's current governing
partners.
He was hit by an ultimatum from the Free Democrats, which made more gains in the elections
than any other party. They said they would reenter the coalition only if Kohl agreed that companies in former East Germany should pay lower
taxes than those in former West Germany.
"No low-tax area, no vote for the chancellor,"
said Otto Lambsdorff, chairperrson of the Free
Democrats, arguing that would be an important
move toward encouraging badly-needed investment in eastern Germany.
Kohl has said he opposes such a move, contending it is unnecessary. On Monday, he refused to
discuss the issue in public and suggested his coalition partners do the same.
"I am of the old school that believes in talking
first and going public later," Kohl said.
He also said he would "not be put under time

AT GLENBYNE CINEMAS
MONSIEUR H RE&
HENRY AND JUNE
PHONE 382 - 5606
FOR SHOWT1MES
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Kentucky Fried Chicken
Drive thru Hours: Sun. - Thurs. 11 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Friday & Saturday 11 a.m. - 10 p.m.
Stop by for one of these Holiday Deals,
each just $9.99

pressure by anyone" in forming a new cabinet. He
said he couldn't promise the coalition negotiations
would be concluded before Christmas.
Kohl's day began with a message from Economics Minister Helmut Haussmann, who said he was
quitting the Cabinet amid what German television
claimed was growing criticism over his handling
of the economy.
Haussmann was a major force in putting
together the economic and monetary union of West
and East Germany in July, a crucial step toward
full unification on Oct. 3. He gave no reason for
quitting.
Later, the head of Germany's powerful central
bank slammed Kohl's plans to borrow $100 billion
next year to finance unification.
In an interview with Stem magazine, Karl Otto
Poehl said the proposed sum was "too high" and
demanded instead greater spending cuts.
Later, Kohl's Christian Democrats met to discuss coalition negotiations and the vast problems
the new government must tackle.
At a press conference, Kohl counted off some of
those issues. He said "important decisions"
needed to be made on ways to slash government
spending and raise further revenues to rebuild
eastern Germany.
The chancellor has insisted he will not increase
taxes to come up with extra revenues for the massive reconstruction job, but he has not disclosed
just where the money will come from.

Everyone's

HOLIDAY DEALS
1020 N. Main St., B.G. 352-2061

could mean further aggression.
"It is not so clear that time is altogether on our
side," Cheney said, a statement that appeared in
conflict with earlier administration pronouncements. As recently as Oct. 15, Cheney himself had
said the opposite.
He said Monday that lengthy reliance on sanctions would cede to Saddam the ability to determine future events. "Such a policy would give
Hussein a long breathing space during which he
could augment his army, Cheney contended.
"It is far better for us to deal with him now ...
than it will be for us to deal with him five or 10
years from now, when the members of the coalition have gone their disparate ways and when
Saddam has become an even better armed and
more threatening regional superpower than he is
at present," Cheney said.
As for authority to attack Saddam, Cheney said
in response to a question from Sen. Edward M.
Kennedy, "I do not believe the president requires
any additional authority from the Congress before
committing U.S. forces to achieve our objectives
in the Gulf ?'
House Speaker Thomas Foley, D-Wash., drew a
standing ovation when he told a meeting of House
Democrats on Monday that "before any decision is
made by the president" to take military action,
"he should come to the 102nd Congress." That
Congress begins early next month.
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Stopping in to
see the
great apartments
at Winthrop
Terrace!!

Merry Christmas from
Winthrop Terrrace Apts! 352-9135
-Now accepting applications for Spring

1991

and Fall

1991'

j* 10 Piece Meal10 pieces of chicken, potatoes, gravy, cole slaw and 4 biscuits.

JJ15 Piece Bucket
£? 32 Hot Wings
Good on combinations of white &
dark meat only. No substitutions.

MOVING UP HAS A WHOLE
DIFFERENT MEANING FOR
AIR FORCE ROTC CADETS.
Virtually all college students plan to move up In their
career. But Air Force ROTC cadets can begin the training toward a career that goes higher and laster. In fact, if
you'd like to begin a life In the sky, your best first step is
Air Force ROTC.
You'll learn the confidence you'll need whether
you're going to plot a course as a navigator or take the
controls as a pilot. FAA-approved flight lessons will
launch you for the first time. And as your college career
develops, so do the skills you'll need as an Air Force
officer.
Begin early In college, and you'll be eligible for scholarships that can pay expenses and provide you $100
each academic month, tax-free. After graduation, you'll
be ready to take the challenge of an intensive, rigorous
training program.
Move up with Air Force ROTC now, and you can
move up with the Air Force as an officer. Contact your
campus Air Force representative:
DEPT OF AEROSPACE STUDIES
(419)372-2176

Leadership Excellence Starts Here
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Schroder,
M.D.
The Sports
Doctor

Falcons will
shed no tears
for Spartans
"I think you have just seen the
last time you 'II ever see a Michigan State team in a MAC gymnasium. We have no future games
scheduled and we will not
(schedule any). We played
Eastern and we thought the officiating was suspect and here we
thought the officiating was suspect ... The kids were upset with
calls and lack of calls and they
were frustrated in terms of what
was being done and what
wasn't."
— Jud Heathcote, Michigan
State head basketball coach,
after losing 98-85 to the Falcons at
Anderson Arena.
Poor Jud.
His players were frustrated because the refs' calls supposedly
favored BG.
Try telling that to Falcon point
guard Clinton Venable, who was
whistled for two charging fouls
before the first four minutes expired. It is safe to say those calls
were VERY close.
In fact, seven of the first 11
fouls went against Bowling
Green. In the final stats, the
Spartans were guilty of 27 fouls to
the Falcons' 22. But consider the
closing minutes, when Michigan
State was forced to send BG to the
line just to have a remote chance
of coming back. MSU committed
six fouls in the last 4:16 of the
contest.
So what is Jud crying about?
Maybe he is choking on that
chunk of humble pie coach Jim
Larranaga and company dished
his way Saturday?
In all fairness to Heathcote, he
is a damn good basketball coach.
His numbers over a 14-year career speak for themselves. His
243 wins are the most in MSU history. In five NCAA Tournament
appearances, he has an 11-4 record, proving he can win big
games in hostile arenas.
But he couldn't get it done in
the House That Roars — and OH
MY, was it roa ring!
Larranaga said it was the first
(and hopefully not the last) time
he could hear the crowd chanting
while he stood in the locker room
before the game.
Heathcote claimed "when you
Klay as many games as we do in
ostile arenas with the crowd involved, it's not gonna affect us."
Are Big Ten basketball plavers
human like the rest of us? Is he
trying to say 4,898 screaming,
maniac Falcon fans are not going
to have an adverse effect on 18 to
22-year-old college players?
Whatever, Jud. Whatever.
All the individuals who stood in
the rain, waiting to stuff their
bodies into Anderson Arena Saturday afternoon should be congratulated.
Picture the Falcons and Spartans playing the game on the
same court with the stands com[iletely empty: no band, no cheereaders, no pommerettes, no Sic
Sics, not a student to be found.
While the style and intensity of
the game would' ve been
different, the result would be the
same — a BG victory. That's why
Heathcote had such a difficult
time swallowing this loss.
The Falcons have the better
team. No one can dispute it. BG
forward Joe Moore said one
reason he wanted this win was to
prove last year's triumph over
MSU was no fluke. "A lot of peo51e said we won last year because
ley were 'off.' They weren't off,
we were both 'on' and we came
out on top," Moore said.
Despite scoring more points,
maybe the Falcons just can't win.
Last year Michigan State was off,
this year the refs were to blame.
How about an ounce of respect for
Bowling Green and the MidAmerican Conference?
If it was up to Heathcote and
the Spartans, the MAC wouldn't
even get a chance to show off its
talent — unless, of course, the
game is played at a Big Ten
arena where Heathcote can hop
around and hit himself in the
head until he has the officials totally intimidated.
But that's OK. It doesn't seem
to make any difference where the
Falcons play Michigan State.
Poor Jud.
Matthew D. Schroder is sports
editor of The BG News.

BG sends out message: Look out!
Venable, Moore lead second half surge
against former #5 Michigan State
by Chris Miller
sports writer
Clinton Venable calmly stood 15-feet away from the basket in front
of 4,898 screaming fans Saturday in Anderson Arena and punched his
fist into the air as the ball nestled softly into the net.
Seconds later, Joe Moore took an outlet pass, soared toward the
basket and slammed what could be called the punctuation to one of
Bowling Green's biggest home athletic contests ever.
This one, as they say, was history.
It only seemed fitting that Venable, the 5-11 senior guard, and
Moore, the 6-3 jumping jack of a forward, would deliver the final
knockout blows in BG's 98-85 triumph over the highly-touted Michigan
State Spartans.
That s because Venable, after a less-than-spectacular start, consistently dented the Spartans with his steady play until the dramatics
of Moore, named MAC player of the week, could deliver the fatal
blows to the stunned Spartans.
"This was a terrific game for our fans, people who support our program, our conference and most especially for the players and coaching staff who put us in a position to compete with the best programs in
the country,' BG coach Jim Larranaga said. "Clinton and Joe did a
fantastic job of getting us started."
But it was their actions at the end that will be remembered most.
It was Venable who nailed the free throws down the stretch that kept
the Spartans safely behind until his two tosses with 1:06 left put BG
ahead 92-79 and secured the win.
And Moore's thunder-dunk at the :33 mark was the signature of an
impressive BG message to the Big Ten Spartans.
Michigan State ranked in the top five of every pre-season basketball
poll, dropped its second straight contest to go to 1-2, while BG improved to 3-0.
Maybe more importantly though, was the fact that BG upset MSU
81-79 last year in East Lansing, Mich, and did it even more convincingly this year.
Last year was a fluke, skeptics said. BG caught the Spartans on an
off night, they mused. Sure, BG is a solid team, but this is Michigan
State, they reasoned.
The skeptics were wrong.
Despite falling behind 12-2 6:55 into the game, the Falcons convinced everyone cramped into Anderson Arena that they were the better team with 33-plus minutes of basketball that won't soon be forgotten by BG faithful.
Five minutes later, a Venable three-pointer knotted the score at 20
and started a furious eight minute rally by both teams that eventually
left the score 37-37 with : 30 to go.
But BG guard Michael Huger, 0-4 in the half, three-point bomb with
four ticks on the clock pushed the Falcons ahead 40-37 heading into
intermission.
BG would not be challenged again.
"That three-pointer by Michael really gave us the momentum."
Falcon forward Steve Watson said. "We knew to beat them we would
■O News/Paul Vernon have to play the best we could. This was a big win for us because
they're one of the top teams in the nation."
BG's Joe Moore steals the ball trom Michigan State's Jon Zulaul (twin brother ot former BG player Jay) durMoore, who scored a quiet eight points in the first half, suddenly
ing the Falcons' 98-85 victory Saturday. Moore lead the team with 23 points and was selected MidSee History, page 8.
American Conference Player ot the Week.

Hockey team burnt by Flames
by Steve Easton
sports writer
Trying to rally from deficits
late in a game is like playing with
fire. If you play with fire too
many times, you are eventually
going to get burned.
And in the hockey team's case,
it attempted to come from behind
one too many times this weekend.
On Friday night, the Falcons only
felt the tip of the flame, but on
Saturday night they ended up getting toasted.
Despite trailing 5-i after a UIC
goal with 1:02 left Friday, BG escaped from the frying pan when
sophomore Brett Harkins scored
with 12 seconds left to tie the
game. Harkins followed with the
game-winning goal with just 10
ticks left on the clock in overtime.
But Saturday night had a
different ending.
When junior Martin Jiranek
tallied his team-leading 14th and
15th goals in the first 6:21 of the
third period, BG trailed 4-3 and it
looked like late goal-scoring heroics would occur again before
4,278 fans at the Ice Arena.
But Flames' center Larry Pilut

"Penalties — that's what triggers
our inconsistency. We were
playing a lower-division team and
we can't let those teams beat us if
we want to contend."
-BG's Brett Harkins,
knocked in a loose puck past BG's
John Burke during a goalmouth
scramble two minutes later and
the scoring lamps remained dark
the rest of the contest.
"About the only good thing I
saw tonight was getting the score
back to 4-3," BG head coach
Jerry York said. "I thought we
were going to win the game when
we cut it to one. They were
quicker and smarter than us and
they had better goaltending tonight."
UIC goalie Damian Holland
gathered 27 saves in the victory,
and held the Falcons scoreless
until I.lew Ncwana beat him with
three minutes left in the second
period. Burke totalled 21 saves
tor the Falcons.
The loss Saturday moved BG
(9-5-2, 20 points) out of a first-

place tie with Lake Superior
(10-2-2 in CCHA, 22 points), while
it remained tied with Michigan
(9-3-2,20 points) for second place.
Ferris State (6-3-5, 17 points) remains in fourth after its sweep of
Michigan State.
"We haven't reached the level
of a team that plays night-in and
night-out," Jiranek said. "We
have a lot of talented guys playing really well in spurts, but until
we pull it together we're not going
to get to the top of the league."
Another problem that reared
its ugly head from the beginning
of the season is the amount of
penalties committed.
BG was called for 21 penalties
in the series after averaging only
6.7 penalties the past ten games.
The Falcons were plagued by 56
penalties during their 1-3 start.

"We took too many penalties,"
York said. "Although we did a
good job killing the penalties off,
we still spent too much time on
the ice shorthanded."
"Penalties — that's what triggers our inconsistency," Harkins
said. "We were playing a lowerdivision team, and we can't let
those teams beat us if we want to
contend."
Despite the inability to rally for
the victory Saturday, BG did
show its dominance early Friday
when it took a 3-0 lead on senior
Matt Ruchty's second goal of the
game 8:46 into the second period.
But UIC defenseman Mike
Dennis ripped a shot from the left
point at the 10:00 mark to snap
sophomore Angelo Libertucci's
scoreless minutes streak at
147:11. Libertucci was only 7:32
away from the school record of
154:43 set by Brian Stankiewicz in
the 1977-78 season.
After UIC cut it to 3-2 four
minutes later, junior Peter Holmes notched his second goal of
the game to give the Falcons
their two-goal cushion back.
But then the Flames struck for
three unanswered goals to put the
SeeFlr»,page8.

Finishes don't tell whole story
Swim teams fall short In competition, but gain in experience
by Kevin Cummings
sports writer
It's not often a team can find a
Ksitive aspect in a defeat, but
e swim teams found several
after competing in the Pittsburgh
Invitational this weekend.
The men finished fourth in a
five team field with 381 points.
Nationally-ranked North Carolina State ran away from the field
by amassing 1149 points, well
ahead of runner-up Maryland
(651) and Pitt (620). Bringing up
the rear was St. Bonaventure
with a score of 254.
Sophomore Ted Fortney had
the Falcons only victory in the
three day event as he won the 200
backstroke in a season best time
of 1:53.92.
"Ted had an outstanding race
in the 200 backstroke," head
coach Brian Gordon said. "Brian
Kaminski also had a great overall

Harvard won the women's class. The newcomers are using
meet as he swam some lifetime
event with a score of 911, easily the valuable experience they are
bests."
Although BG did not win any out-distancing NC State (669) and gaining from their tough schedule
other events during the invite Pitt (547). Miami of Ohio finished to prepare for the Mid-American
they swam their best race in fourth with 429, while BG trailed Conference.
nearly four years, which included their rivals from Oxford by 87.
As far as the overall team is
53 personal season best perform- Maryland (254) and St. Bonaventure (244) rounded out the scor- concerned, the Falcons are on
ances.
track, with one apparent weak"This was possibly one of the ing.
ness.
fastest fields participating in an
"Harvard was just incredible."
invitational in the country," Gor"We're right where we should
don said. "We could of done bet- Jill Bowers said. "They totally
be at this time of the year, with
ter as a team in a meet of lesser controlled the entire meet."
one exception," Gordon said.
calibre, but we wouldn't have
Josie Mcculloch led the Falcons "Our sophomore women are a
gained so much experience."
The women lacked the con- with two third-place finishes as little behind schedule.
sistency that had led them to a 5-2 she finished both the 100 and 200
"We're getting done what we
dual meet record as they finished yard breaststroke in school record time. She covered the dis- want to get done, and we're doing
fifth in a seven school meet.
"The women were incon- tance in the 100 in 1:05.61 and the it against some very good
sistent," Gordon said. "Our head- 200 in 2:22.46. Teamwise, the teams."
line people didn't do what they women had personal best times in
BG's next meet is Friday, as
were capable of. They just as- 52 different races.
the men travel to Toledo and then
sumed that they could show up
Another positive factor in the again on Saturday as both squads
and compete against the top
schools, like they did against Ohio outcome of the meet is the steady travel to South Bend to battle Noimprovement of the freshmen tre Dame.
State and Kentucky."

Fa/cons
awaitsick
Wolverines
by Brian Dugger
sportswriter
Fresh off the men's basketball
team's victory over Michigan
State, Anderson Arena is set to
welcome another Michigan team.
This time the University of
Michigan will be in town, but it
won't be the men's team that will
provide the competition, but
rather the Bowling Green women.
The game was originally
scheduled to take place Monday
night at Ann Arbor, Mich., but
because of an outbreak of the flu
among the Michigan players, the
Same was switched to tonight at
:00 at Anderson Arena.
"Both teams mutually agreed
to the switch," BG coach Fran
Voll said. "If we wanted to hold
them to the contract, we could
have made them forfeit, but we
just wanted to play the game."
Voll will lead his 2-0 team
against a 2-1 Michigan team,
which is coming off a 21 point
Saturday afternoon victory over
Ohio University.
The Wolverines' only loss of the
season was a 73-54 decision to Auburn, a participant in last year's
NCAA championship game.
Senior shooting guard Carol
Szczechoski leads Michigan with
a 16 ppg average on 63 percent
shooting from the field.
Szczechoski is the only returning starter from a Wolverine
team that finished tied with Ohio
State for fourth place in the Big
Ten last year and also advanced
to the second round of the NCAA
tournament.
"Carol will be a threat. She can
do a lot of different things," Voll
said. "Anytime you play against
a Big Ten team, you play against
good players."
Another good player for the
Wolverines is sophomore Trish
Andrew, who averages 6.7 rebounds a game and also has
averaged three blocks a game to
lead Michigan.
Michigan is a young team and
the depth of their bench is a question mark. Yet, according to Voll,
it's too early in the season to
judge the talent on the Wolverine
bench.
"They haven't used their bench
a lot this year, bin. the season is
See Michigan, page 9.
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BG black and blue
after opening meet
byGlcnLubben
sports writer

"We have a lot of injuries so
far. We never had this many
iniuries at once," Zickes add-

The gymnastics team
opened its season with an injury-plagued intersquad meet
Saturday.
"There were many bright
sides to the meet." said junior
Mary Beth Friel. "But there
were some obvious downsides."
One of those downsides has
to be the two injuries suffered
during the meet. Freshman
Wendy Marsh and senior captain Meg Griffin both endured
knee injuries late in the meet.
While dismounting from the
beam, Griffin hurt tier right
knee. Only moments later.
Marsh experienced a similar
injury in the opening seconds
of the floor event.
"It was really scary to go
on after people got
hurt,"sophomore Julie Zickes
said.
In addition to the two women that got injured on Saturday, senior captain Nikki
Condon and senior Kristin
Scott both are sitting out due
to leg problems.

While the injuries definitely
were a downside to the meet,
the Falcons considered the
meet a success.
"It was just a warm-up
meet," Friel said. "It does
show the potential of the
meet."
"It showed us where we
were and what needs to be polished, '' Zickes said.
Another positive note of the
meet were the individual performances.
"Robin Wall and Julie Zickes looked great," Friel said.
Wall had an outstanding
meet scoring a 9.2 in the
vault, a 9.3 on the beam and a
9.05 on the floor.
Wall finished third, second
and third respectively in
those events.
Zickes also had a strong
meet finishing first on the
beam with a 9.35. "I'm excited I did well because it was
a new routine," Zickes said.
O See Hurl, page 9.

History
□ Continued from page 7.
came alive, and with him, the rest of the Falcons.
Venable found Moore for a layup to start the half and 20 seconds
later, Moore made the play of the game.
BG guard Kirk Whiteman came up with a steal and lofted a pass
from just inside the half court line toward the streaking Moore.
Moore, who had slipped behind MSU's 6-7 forward Dwayne Stephens, leaped and pushed the ball in over Stephens that ignited the
already pumped up crowd and helped BG complete an 8-0 run that
would prove to be the difference.
"I didn't even know (Whiteman) saw me," Moore said, shaking his
head, as if he didn't know how it went in, either. "I Just went up and
got it with my fingertips and put it in."
"We lost tiie game in the first five minutes of the second half,"
Michigan State head coach Jud Heathcote said. "Everything they
threw up went in and we missed a lot of easy baskets."
The Spartans, behind Ail-American guard Steve Smith, didn't miss
early, though. Smith poured in a game-high 29 points, 16 in the first
half, to keep MSU close.
However, Smith turned an ankle with 5:36 left in the game and did
not return. Forward Matt Steigenga added 16 and guard Mark Montogomery 12 for the Spartans.
Venable paced BG with 24, while Moore scored 23 and grabbed a
game-high 13 rebounds. Guard Billy Johnson came off the bench to
contribute 14, while Watson dropped in 13.
Venable's 11 first-half points helped the Falcons suffer through poor
shooting, but he sat for nearly six minutes with two personal fouls.
Once he came back in, he hit three consecutive three pointers to help
BG to the halftime lead.
Heathcote was constantly in a rage at the officials during the game
and vented his feelings after the game.
"We got out-officiated, out-quicked, out-worked and out-hustled, all
in that order," he said.
Moore said he didn't care about what Heathcote said after the
game, but his pre-game comments did fire up the Falcons.
"You gotta laugh," Moore said. "He talked about us so bad (Friday) when he was talking about the game last year (on TV.) 'A team
like that," he said, came up there (East Lansing) and beat a Big Ten
school.
"(MSU) came in here and played hard just like anybody else, but
they had to look up at the scoreboard and they saw they were down
and they lost, so they have to give us some kind of respect."
He and his teammates made sure of that.

TUESDAY'S
SPECIAL

■O Newt/Paul Vernon
Bowling Green center Ed Colbert puts his hand in Michigan State
guard Steve Smith's face as the Spartan tries to shoot a lump shot. Despite the tough defense, Smith still poured in a game-high 29 points (11
of 20) before leaving with an ankle Injury. He is expected to miss two
practices and be ready for MSU's game on Saturday. The Falcons shot
49 percent from the floor while Michigan State hit 44 percent.

8 oz. New York Strip
Steak Dinner
with Potato & Side Dish
Only $5.95
Sunday
12:00 -2:00 P.M.
Mon - Thurs . . 11:30 -1:30 P.M.
4:30 - 7:00 P.M.
Friday
11:30A.M. - 1:30P.M.

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.

Tonight at 7:30, Greenpeace
will show you how to take action
on the ecological front and
help protect our environment
and the earth we live on.

~r
Mr. Christopher Childs will be
discussing the role of his
organization in the fight against
those who are destroying our
environment.

®

Sponsored by: UAO
Center For
Environmental Awareness

SNACKS FOR SOLDIERS
Cookie Contribution to the Middle East Soldiers
* Cookies cannot contain chocolata,
r*al butter, or peanut butter
* Place cookies in quantities of one
dozen in quart size ziploc bags
* Desireable types include oatmeal, raisin.
sugar, and bar cookies without icing
Snacks For Soldiers will be collecting on-campus
at the student services building and off-campus
student center on December 5-7 from 10a.m.-4p.m.
Off-Campus locations are the Woodland Mall
and St. Thomas Moore University Parish
from 2p.m.-8p.m. December 5-7.
For more info call the UAO office 2-2343

835 High St. - Rental Office
Located at Cherrywood Health Spa
9:00-4:30

Phone 352-9378

Located in the University Union
Quantum go card ao epied afiei 4:30 for OTH ampus siudentst
Quantum go card accepted .ill da> mi
ampus students

GREENPEACE IS HERE!

Fire

ENJOY GOOD LIVING IN '91 WITH

Monday-Friday

Housing Openings for Summer & Fall
9 month - -12 month leases
FOX RUN - MERCER RD.
HAVEN HOUSE - E. WOOSTER
PIEDMONT - 8th & HIGH ST.
BIRCHWOOD PLACE - 650 SIXTH ST.
SMALL BLDGS. - MANVILLE BETWEEN
6th & 7th
MINI MALL - S. MAIN

Features
1 & 2 oedroom -1V2 oaths
Furmshea - wall to wall caroet
Extra large closets - linen closet
Gas heat ana cooking
Laundry areas in each Duildmg
Patio area - grills available
Sound-conditioned interior

Ail res aents will hove membership privileges to Cherrywood Health Spa

D Continued from page 7.
Falcons down before Harkins
came through in the clutch.
With Libertucci pulled for an
extra attacker with 55 seconds
remaining, Ruchty gained control of the puck in back of the net
and hit Harkins in front to even
the game at five as the crowd of
4,156 exploded.
Then with the game appearing
it would end in a draw, Harkins
led a three-on-three rush and
went around two def enseman before beating Holland through his
legs
for the game-winner.
T
'He (Harkins) finished off two
plays well at the end of the
game," York said. "He's such a
great competitor."
"Everybody became too comfortable with the game," Ruchty
said. "We came out really well in
the first period, but after that it
was all downhill except for the
last ten seconds of the game and
overtime.

DESIGNATED DRIVER PARTICIPANT
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JL.
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Texas pulls closer
to national title
by Rick Warner

Cincinnati still cautious
despite leading division
by Joe Kay

AP sports writer

AP sports writer

The Texas Longhoms leaped from fifth to third in The Associated Press college football poll on Monday, improving their
chances of winning their first national title since 19o9.
Texas, which beat Texas A&M 28-27 on Saturday, jumped over
Miami and Brigham Young in the final regular-season poll.
Miami edged San Diego State 30-28, while BYU was demolished
by Hawaii 59-28.
The Hurricanes (9-2) fell from third to fourth, the second
straight week they've dropped a notch in the poll following a victory. BYU (10-2) plunged from fourth to 13th.
Colorado, which completed its regular season two weeks ago,
remained No. 1 for the third straight week. The Buffaloes
(10-1-1) received 42 first-place votes and 1,476 points from a nationwide panel of sports writers and broadcasters.
Georgia Tech stayed second after beating Georgia 40-23, but
closed the gap on Colorado. The Yellow Jackets (10-0-1), the only
major team without a loss, got 16 first-place votes and 1,397
points. They trailed Colorado by 130 points last week; now they
are only 79 points behind.
Texas (10-1) got the other two first-place votes and 1,338
points, 35 more than Miami. Notre Dame (9-2), which was idle,
moved from seventh to fifth with 1,252 points.
Rounding out the Top 10 are Florida State (9-2), Perm State
(9-2), Washington (9-2), Houston (10-1) and Tennessee (8-2-2).
Florida is 11th, followed by Michigan, BYU, Clemson, Mississippi, Illinois, Iowa, Louisville, Nebraska, Oklahoma, Southern
Cal, Michigan State, Southern Mississippi, Ohio State and Alabama.
Because of the bowl matchups, only the Orange, Cotton and Citrus have a realistic chance to produce the national champion.
Colorado plays Notre Dame in the Orange, Texas meets Miami
in the Cotton and Georgia Tech faces Nebraska in the Citrus.
The possibilities:
If Colorado wins, the Buffaloes should win the national title. If
Notre Dame wins and Georgia Tech loses, it would probably be a
close battle for No. 1 between the Irish and the Texas-Miami
winner.
If Colorado loses and Georgia Tech wins, the Yellow Jackets
would stake their claim to the national championship. But the
Texas-Miami winner would also get strong consideration.
Blockbuster Bowl opponents Florida State and Perm State are
playing as well as anyone in the country. But the winner of that
game appears to be locked out of the title picture because the
winners of the Orange and Cotton seem certain to be ranked
higher.

CINCINNATI (AP) — The Cincinnati Bengals
have edged ahead again in the AFC Central Division race, but coach Sam Wyche doesn't feel very
comfortable about their one-fame lead.
It could last only one week if they're not careful.
"It really doesn't mean anything at this stage,"
Wyche said Monday. "There's four games left.
There's a lot of courses that this race could take
for all three of us.
"We've got controlling position right now, and
that's it."
The Bengals went into their game Sunday tied
with Pittsburgh and Houston atop the AFC Central
with 6-5 marks. The Bengals won in Pittsburgh
16-12 and Houston lost in Seattle 13-10 to leave Cincinnati a game ahead of both.
Wyche might feel a little better about the slim
lead if it weren't for the schedule. The Bengals
play San Francisco at home next Sunday, while

Pittsburgh plays 1-11 New England at home and
Houston plays 2-10 Cleveland in the Astrodome.
The Bengals realize there's a good chance of losing sole possession of first place if they don't upset
the 49ers on Sunday.
"It's one of those games that everyone's very
aware that we need to win because of the games
that are being played elsewhere in our division,"
Wyche said.
The Bengals already were looking ahead to the
49ers Monday. An assistant coach taped up copies
of a newspaper story from earlier in the season
that quoted San Francisco tight end Brent Jones as
saying, "The only team that can beat us is ourselves."
Wyche was talking about a rematch of the two
Super Bowl teams of 1988 and his remaining
friendships with the 49ers. Wyche was an assistant
coach at San Francisco in the early 1980s.
"I think there are probably some of the (Bengals) that are excited about the chance to play a
team of this stature," Wyche said. "I am. I'm looking forward to it. This is going to be fun.

Price to miss rest of year
CLEVELAND (AP) — Cleveland Cavaliers' point guard Mark
Price suffered a tear of the anterior cruciate ligament in his left
knee in a game last week and will
miss the rest of the season, the
team said Monday.
The team said in a statement
that medical tests confirmed
Monday that Price had suffered
the tear.

Price, who injured the knee
during the third quarter of last
Friday's game at Atlanta, will
undergo surgery Tuesday at the
Cleveland Clinic.
Wayne Embry, Cleveland's
general manager, blamed the injury on a scorer's table advertising sign, which shifted as Price
hit the sign running for a ball outof-bounds. Price then lost his bal-

ance and fell.
The Cavaliers, who play host to
Denver on Tuesday and at Milwaukee Wednesday, lost to the
Chicago Bulls Saturday 120-85
with Price injured and out of the
game.

Michigan
Continued from page 7.
still young," Voll said.
BG is coming off an impressive
95-83 victory over Illinois State.
The Falcons were led by the outside shooting of Cathy Koch, who
tossed in 23 points against ISU.
and by the floor leadership of
senior Wanda Lyle.
Lyle scored 13 points in the
Falcons'last game, but more importantly she held Tami Baalke,
Illinois State's top offensive
threat, to just four points.
"I want to keep playing my
style of play and contribute on defense," Lyle said. "We need to
play together like we have the
first two games and hopefully
we'll come out with a win.
Szczechowski is expecting a
tough game from the Falcons.
"In the past we've always
played BG tough," she said.
'"They've been in the NCAA tournament four-straight years so
they must be doing something
right."

Hurt
i: Continued from page 7.
Freshmen Julia Zelikov gave
one of the most notable performances on the floor finishing second with a score of 9.1.
"She does great when she puts
it all together on the floor,"
Zickes said.
Carrie Lambdin also showed
promise with her fifth-place finishes in the vault and on the bars.
"Carrie is really pushing herself," Zickes said. She scored a
9.05 in the vault and an 8.3 on the
bars.

Give Yourself a Break!

ATTENTION:

Purchase a Quantum 90 - 95 + plan
for spring semester and get $5 free!

IN on traditional students!
(23 ysara of ag« or oldor)
Book scholarships through the Cormier Pallister

Pick up details at:

scholarship fund will be available to qualified
nontraditional students for Spring Semester, 1991.

Bursars Office
Food Operations
Union Information Desk
Off-Campus Housing Office

For an application, contact Adult Learner Services.
Continuing Education,

371-8181.

Application Deadline is December 17, 1990

Take your $95 check and the sign up card to the
Bursars office for processing.

Open Monday through Friday 4-11 PM

onara tuiationd!

Quantum 90 Card Accepted after 6 PM

ERIN
FANDEL

372-6945
Located in the University Union

BG News
Salesperson of the Week
November 27 - 30, 1990

*If you have a Fall 95+ plan you can add money to
that account up to Dec. 21. This will carry over to
spring semester if you're registered or you can
purchase a new spring plan and receive the $5 bonus.
Call Food Operations for additional information.
372-7933

Support your
favorite

FALCON TEAM!

Are they
Half Empty or
Half Full?
Either way you
look at it

Columbia Court
Apartments
are going
FAST. '
Hurry Down to

It took Galileo 16 years to master the universe.
You have one night.
It seems unfair. The genius had all that time. While you have a few
short hours to learn your sun spots from your satellites before the
dreaded astronomy exam.
On the other hand, Vivarin gives you the definite advantage. It helps
keep you awake and mentally alert for hours. Safely and conveniently. So
even when the subject matter's dull, your mind will stay razor sharp.
If Galileo had used Vivarin, maybe he could have mastered the solar

^toerx,

Reviw with VIVARIN:

VIVARIN

GREENBRIAR
INC.
For more lease
information for

Fall 1991
M-F
Sat.

Hours:
9am - 5pm
9am - 1 pm

352-0717

■"T^

HOME FALCON BASKETBALL SATURDAY AT "THE HOUSE THAT ROARS

lO

THE BG NEWS

Tuesday, December 4, 1990

Classifieds
Typmg. $1 50 pert

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS

Mr Pancake.
It has been a wonderful two years I'm looking
forward to many more' Happy Anniversary1
Love. Pooh

WBDo Typing
$1 25 per page
352 3356 sfter 5 pm

ADOPT A GRANDPARENT
Party' Party'
PIMa' Pvtm'
Thai WtdmMn1

Nanny Opportunities - East Coast
Need a break from school? Be a nanny for
one year, earn greet money. Live In a wonderful environ men! Must love kldsM For details:
Artene 1-A00-443-4428

PERSONALS

MM
FORMAL MEETINO
Tonight at 7:30 In 220 MSC Our Hit formal
mooting will host Ba* ma Porryman and Julia
Maraah from Anhouaor-flwach. Formal droaa
appraclatad and Don't Forgot tt»o SOfSO!
ATTENTION BGCTM AND KME MEMBERS!
On Docembor 4 BGCTM a having a (omt
Chrtatmaa Party witn KME ma math Iratarnity.
at 8 00 P M ' KME is sponsoring a cotoQuajm
NMturmgOr NoaJ Carothara Ho w* bo present
Ing a speech tittad Piwa Pi" Relreenmenls ol
pizza and aoft drink* wM bo served attar tho
Moil Tho coaoquajm and ratraahmonts w* take
peace m459 Math Sclonca. so coma jom tho
tun'
Attention Ad Clue Member J
' No Mooting Doc 5 '
lOmcero Mooting mttead m B A I
Neit Meeting Dec I 2 McFall
ATTENTION ALL SUOENTS'
LEARN TO SKATE AT THE BOSU SKATING
CLUB SESSIONS EVERY TUESOAY. 9 15110 1 5pm
Oopt ot sociology ■ Guest speaker Doc 6 ■
I Prof Gary Doimfeng Benevnm Rose Institute
TOPIC Applied Sociology m a non-academic
setting
TIME 1 30 pm PLACE Campua Room
FASHION MERCHANDISING ASSOCIATION
MEETING WED OEC 5th
8 00pm McFall AaeemDIy
Speakers on atroaa & motivation
FMA Chriatmaa Party Thura Doc 8
6 00pm Galena Pizza 4 pop'
White Elcph.nl Celt e.change"
PEACE COALITION meels 9pm Tuesday a
UCF Corner ot Ridgo and Thurstin 'It a not loo
Me. yet "
REACH OUT
A now social service organization decfccaled to
providing reset to many disadvantaged IndtviduoJa m Bowling Green and Northwest Ohio
Wednesdays. 9 00 PM 200 Mosley Hall All
Motors Welcomo

IFMDC'NMPC
Invite ai faH pledge classes ot 1990
iptMnd
T0QAMANIA
December 6th 8 - 10pm
InN E Commons

PREGNANT?
We can help FREE pregnancy testa a supportive servicea Confidential BG Pregnancy
Center Call 354 HOPE

President C Love the new campaign
Always. Clayre
Professional work experience with cosege
credrt m Washington D C
Don't Miss Out
The WASHINGTON CENTER INTERNSHIP
is open to all majors
Into Session Wed. Dec 5 at
3 45 In Ohio Room - Union
CaH Co Op Office. 372 2451.toRSVP

Alpha Lambda Delta
Hobday Party at 7 30 pm m the international
Lounge. 41 1 South Hal. on Thursday. Dec 6
Casual dress AH members welcome"
AOTT Pledge Social Committee AOTT
The Date Dash was Awesome'
Thanks'
Love • AOTT Pledge Sisters

Marc Leptne murdered Genevteve Bergeron.
21 because of her gender
14 women were shot for simply being women
Remember Montreal Dec 61
Every 15 seconds a woman in America is battered severely enough to require medical attention Remember Dec 6'
No Means No! Stop Date Rapet
Remember Dec 8 1989 - 14 women gunned
down by Marc Lepine

FALCON HOME HOCKEY
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
COME OUT AND WELCOME NORTH DA
KOTA
PICK UP TICKET NOW'

Summer • Ten nl a/S wlmmers •
t WSl/Basketbell. Hockey, etc. Counselor*needed tor top notch Children's campa In
North East. Must love klda! Call Artene
i-sOO-44.»-*>428.

Stop the violence TAKE BACK THE NIQHTI

WANTED
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDEO FOR SPRING SI
FULLY FURNISHED HOUSE!
S118.75/MONTH

354-5293

1 Female non-smolung roommate needed 10
sublease apt 'or spring semester 352-7071
1 Female Non Smoking Roommate needed tor
Spring Semester In Fox Run Apia CaB
3536038
1 Female Roommate needed' Only $120 a
month 6 houses from campua Please call
354-4546.
1 female to lease Village Green Apt
Steo/month plus elec
Call ASAP"
3548899

1 or 2 rmtes needed Spring Semester
$ie0/month and util CaH 354-8894, ask for
Mark or Doug
1A Wanted 1 male to sublease apt. for spring
semester Low rent, furnished, cool roommates. 6th a Elm Sts Call Troy at 354-7476
3 guys need roommate $480 a utilities for enlire semester N Enterprise & Court St • Great
location' Call 354-4464 or 372-2603 and ask
for John.
F-rmie needed lo sublease one bedroom
Village Green Apt
for Spring
Only
$1 25/monlh plus electric Call 354-8284
F GRAD NEEDS F ROOMMATE FOR SPRING
AND SUMMER. OWN ROOM CALL TRACEY
AT 353 8649 BEFORE 11 00 pm

Rape ia not a crime of passion 70% of all rapes
committed by a single man are planned

Female rmte needed for spring semester Rent
$143 00 per month. Close to campus (SecondSt) CaH Anytime- 353-3679

HOME FALCON BASKETBALL
SATURDAY 1 30
PICK UP A TICKET NOW'

SAUDI ARABIA SUPPORT GROUP
Wed Dec 5- 7 00 pm
Wood County Courthouse
Fourth Floor
Board of Education Office

Interested m joining a group to share and discuss meta physical new age thoughts ideas?
Call Renee at 352 7217

Female roommate needed for spring '91 Close
to campus and cheap, 120. mo Call Colleen at
353-7407
Female Roommate needed tor Spring 91
Two bedroom, Two bath, very large
$600 for semester plus utilities

Call 354-6939 or 352-4057

SNAPPER II
THE TIME HAS COME
BEWARE OF THE REVENGE OF SNAPPER!)

King Size waterbed with drawers and pediatal
1 1 2yrs Old $200 354 4266

SPRING BREAK JAMAICA 1991
* Go to the Reggae Country '
Doug 353-8495 Steve 354-6982

Female roommate needed for Spring Semester
CaH 352-2555
Female roommate needed. Nice two bedroom
apt . own room, excellent location, reasonable
rent Call or leave message. 352-5600
Female roommate needed for Spring Two
bdrm . AC, paid heat, furnished apt Call Kris
372-3633 Leave message
Female roommate needed spring semester.
$100 month & utilities-great location
353-4056

Mk iTiCirco's Pizza

Female roommate needed IMMEDIATELY 2
bedroom apt close to campus Only $145 a
month plus electric- NEGOTIABLE! One FREE
month renti'Please call Dawn at 288-2744 or
454-2711 leave message.

®

Female sublessor needed Spr 91 2nd St
$125/mo(util included) 354-5996-Marie
Fm Subleaser Jan '91 house next to Pollyeyes
424 Court St Own bdrm 2 bath. 2 kit . laundry
lac 160 mo Call 353 4754
Help' Female roomate needed Quickly! Great
aptmt . own room - 153/mo CaH Karen immediately day or night 354-7519

GOOD MONDAY THRU THURSDAY

Single Large Pizza
CHEESE & ONE ITEM

8

Boa Conatrtctor 3 1/2 feet long w'cege and
hot rock. 1125.00 Need cash faat. Call Fred
352-4 00S.

HEY YOU1 It you are a female and are leolung
for a place . '<ve for spring semester 1991.
then give me ca»i (216)682-6179 ask for Debi

Male roomate needed for spring semester
Apartment close to campus, fuay furnished CaH
354 8778

Hey Delts
Thanks lor making our pledge meting "moat enroyable" You guys are great'
AOTT Pledge Chaw

SNAPPER II IS COMING!!'
DOES ANYONE HAVE A DATE YET?

HElPM'm graduating in Dec and need a female
to sublease Nice apartment Close to campus
Rent reasonable Else only GREAT roommales'Ctf 354-8653

WHILE CONDEMING IRAQ'S INVASION OF
KUWAIT. THERE ARE OTHER OPTIONS TO
RESOLVE THE CONFLICT THAN SOLEY
THROUGH MILITARY INTERVENTION THE
U S MILITARY BUILD-UP SHOULD BE HAL
TED AND THE UNILATERAL U S MILITARY
PRESENCE REDUCED

Female needed for Spring '91
No deposit First month rent free Neg close to
campus CallSlel 354 9745

IFMDC NMPC
Invite aN Fai pledge classes ol 1990
to attend
TOGAMANIA
December 6th. 8- 10 pm
m N E Commons

A Hoaday gift for someone you love? Ladies 14
Karat gold herringbone Cham 7 5 mm wide, 17
m long and weighe 27 5 grama Appraised at
$850. wtl saH for $350 372-7357 or

Male needed for spring semester to sublease
furnished apt on Thrustm Free Cable with
Cinemax and own room Cal 353-5874.

In the last 10 years, violence against women
has increased 150%

Violence against women is violence against all
people Stop the madness Remember Dec 6

Help' I reaty need a roommate tor second semester Rent & Utifcttee are relatively inexpensrve and It's close to campus Contact Machete
at 354 5696

TuKedo Rental. Dry Cleaning Service
Jeana N-Things. 531 Ridge St

1 or 2 female roommste(s) needed ASAP1 2
bedroom/2 bath, fully furnished apt on Frazee.
$150 00&eiec CaH 353-8951 ask for Jenny

RECYCLE!
RECYCLE'
RECYCLE*

Attention Nontraditional studenis 25 veers of
age or older' Book scholarships through the
Cormier'PaMister scholarship fund wl be available to qualified nontraditional sludents for
Spring Semester. 1991 For an application,
contact Adult Learner Servicea. Continuing Education. 371 8181 Application deadline is
December 17. 1990

Drum & Baaa player wanted to lorm pop'rock
band Plan to play much Elton John music' Call
353 4146

Cent*' For Chole* II
Confidential Hearth Care
lor Women by Women
* Free Pregnancy Tesla
• Abortions Thru 1 7 Weeks
' Morning Alter Treatment
Proud to be Pro-Choice
16 N Huron, Toledo OH * 255* 7 769

PI Phi Deft Pi Phi Dad
The slaters of PI Beta PM would like to congratulate Llaa Mllllan on her recent engagement to Delta T«u Delta Rodnay Kramar

Adoption ■ loving flnenciaty secure couple desires to adopt white mfanl Pleeae caH coiect
Lynn & Harold 1 -4198229268

THE USSR - CHANGING TIMES
A panel discussion featuring expert BGSU (acuity members Everyone Welcome

SERVICES OFFERED

Nontraditional students 25 years of age or older' Book scholarships through the Cor
rrMer/PaMater scholarship fund wsl be available
to Quakfied nontraditional students for Spring
Semester. 1991 For an application, contact
Adult Learner Services. Continuing Education.
3718181 Appfccation deadline is December
17. 1990

A BIO THANK YOU
to the Herahman Quadrangle stall for a wonder
tul ho*day Fealival on Monday. December 3.
1990 The staff membera are Kyle Ealea. Carol
Savage. Chris Smithermen Rick Nash. Van
Lemmon Chuck Unek. Essex Long. Mtchele
Richarda. Krya Barnes. Trent Johnson. Chris
Stuartak. Mike Wolff. Joe MeHto. Angle Beard.
Sheri Schaaf. Steve Unt.ren.cr- Jute Liskai.
Chris McCutty. Denny CaatiHo. Gina Tredent.
Kety Beaecker. Mialy Knight. Kntlen Thomas.
Roger Ptaltco. Susan Guild D- Saul. Deb Ken
dtgand Janece English

Did you know? A 27 yr old woman died in April
of 1990 m Toledo from uterine laceration resulting from an abortion

WFAls
CRAZY CAROL CONTEST
Your Rendition ot a Christmas Carol
For More Into
Request Lme
372 2418

Need Help?
Free Tutoring Available)
Help With
Math. Biology. Accounting, and Statistics, cat
any residence haf front desk lor details Sponsored by Residential Services and the Mam
Department

MALE ROOMMATE NEEOEO FOB SPRING §1
FULLY FURNISHED HOUSE!
$111.75/MONTH
354-6213

See lalont ot BGSU Students at STAR Hunt 'M
art ai-campus talent show Friday. December 8
In the Commons at 8 00 p m Admission $ 50
with a canned good and $ 1 00 without

TUES. DEC. 4TH1 30pm USED BIDG
aponaored by IRO and Russian Club

NCAA Hockey' ShowdownDec 28 4 29 m Milwaukee Game hcketa.
rooms at Hyatt Hotel adjacent to arena available
by calling South Towns Travel
(608)222 8811 Ask tor SNrtey

STAY CLOSE I
NOW RENTING FOR 1991 92
CAMPUS MANOR APARTMENTS
STARTING AT $458 MONTH
FREE HEAT a AC
CALL TODAY 352-9302

NEW

Y

Need 1 or 2 people to sublease a large efficiency spring and/or summer CaH Bryan or
Amy at 353 2795
One housemate needed tor Spring Sem Own
room - furnished, great location, good times.
Low rent - $550 for whole sem CaH Todd
354-3104
Roommate needed for Spring Semester!
OWN ROOM Pay no gas or electric' Great location on N Enterpnse'Please Call
Robin or Wendy 354-7740

Roommate needed to share large apartment
Spring semester Big room, lots of space. 2
baths Rent negotiable beyond beset1 Cal
3546550
Roommate needed, nonsmoking, non-drinking.
CaH 352-0138 S leave message

Sublease one-bedroom furnished apt Heat
paid
Free Shuttle service to campus.
352 5222
WANTED - Male/Female Rmte . Second A Elm,
$165'nnx CaH 352-4545 leave message
Wanted. 1 Female roomie for spring semester
2 bedroom apt w/ lots ot space 2 full baths
Fun atmosphere'!' For more info
call
352 4420

•
•

Additional Items $1.00
No Coupon Necessary

•

Bowling Green Store Only
1045 N Main St.
Bowling Green, Ohio

5 Overweight men A women needed Must be
25 lbs. or more overweight We are looking for
overweight men a women to participate In our
weight loss program for adv purposes If you
qualify you wil be specialty monitored throughout your weight loss until you have reached
your goal weight Your after picutre wiH then be
considered tor submission lo our corporated
adv dept for possible use in promhon Those
who participate m this special program wiH
receive a significant discount off the regular
program price Call Formu 3 Weight Loss
Center 354-4500.
CHRISTMAS, Spring Break, summer travel
FREE. Air couriers needed and cruiseshlp jobs.
CalM 805-682-7555 ext F-1658

by John Boissy
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IS IT TRUE
JEEPS FOR $44
THROUGH THE U S GOVT?
CALL FOR FACTS!
504-649-5745 EXT S-5972
Macintosh Plus and 20 MB Hard Drive & cooHng
fan Great condition CaH Mike at 354-5287 lor
details
Orders are now being taken for beautiful fruit
baskets Handmade baskets are each shrink
wrspped S contam pineapple, grapefruit, bananas, oranges, apples & candy $12 00 To
order caH 353-1439 after 5 pm

^

Prince tennia racquet $115
Ad| Deskcheir$e5
Stereo Amp 7 Pre-amp $375
Canon T 70 Camera $175
John 352 3329

SEIZED CARS.trucks, boats, 4-wheelers.
motor homes, by FBI. IRS. DEA Available your
area now CaH 1-606-662-7666 Ext. C-2804
The DAYS INN In Bowing Green has remodeled We wiH be selling old furniture and
T.V.'s Tuesday, December 4 between 200 •
m8:00pm 1515E. Wooster.

FOR RENT
1 & 2 bedroom apts
Immediate Occupancy
9 & 12 month leases/semester leases
1 and 2 Bdrm Apts Available for
Immediate Occupancy
RE MANAGEMENT
113 RAILROAD STREET
(Next to Kmko's)

352-9302
1 bdrm. effic apt. $250/mo. plus util. Cat
354 8800aTter1 pm.
1 bedroom apt to sublease $200 a 1/6 of
util CaH 354-2492 at 128 S Summit. BG
1 br , fuH bath, all wooden floors Close to csmpus - very nice, quiet location Cal 352-6701
or 352-1373. ask for Lisa
1 or 2 people needed to sublease furn. 1 bdrm
apt. Great location - 1 block from downtown. 5
mm walk to campus. No utilities. Available immediately Cal collect 513-486-5647 ask tor
Ann.

OVERSEAS JOBS $900-2000 mo. Summer.
Yr. round. AH Countries AH fields. Free Info.
Write UC. PO Bx 52-OH03. Corona Del Mar.
CA92625

2 bedroom apartment for sublease spring semester 2 blocks from campus 352-3464.

SEMESTER BREAK WORK
$7 25 starting
Full-time or part-time
Co-ops available
AH makxa should apply
Come as you are
No experience needed
Training provided
May continue part-time
During school
ON CAMPUS WED. DEC. 5
Apply in the Fort Room of Union
11 am to 2pm
Call 1-382-1060 if
Unable to apply in person.
SEMESTER BREAK OPENINQ8
Vector Marketing Corp has s special 2-5 week
work program. Can stay on permanently $7 15
starting pay rate All majors should apply Must
interview now - start after finals Transportation
required CaH 382-1060.
Wanted Subleaser
Spring 91 Haven House $163 month
Contact Tereca 353-9624

Apartment for Rent
Call 473-2099. please leave message
Furn • Effic • UN. • Fum • Except Elec • E.
Evers 669 3036
Houses a Apartments ' Close to Campus
For summer 1991 & 1991-92 school year
1-267-3341
Houses, efficiency. 2 bedroom a 3 bedroom
apts avaAable for '91 and '92 school year
Steve Smith 352-8917
Need 1 male roomate to sublease Village Green
Apt Call 354-5251
Need someone to sublet a very spacious, 1-2
person, downtown apartment $285/month,
free electric, water, and sewage available
December 24. 354-4697
Need to sublet nice apartment Available after
Christmas. North Main St across from Tuxedo
Junction 1 Bedroom. Rent negotiable. Bryan

353-4470
Needed Immediately • 2 Mala roommates.
I860 a person per semester.
FREE CABLE - LOW UTILITIES - CLOSE TO
CAMPUS
354-81 SB
One bedroom.very nice. a/c. dishwsher. available Dec 8 354-5267

FOR SALE

82 Pontiac Grand Prix
Loaded, excellent inside and out
No rust, two tone, $1650 353-8677

Fatman

For Sale Oak stand w/ drawer m exceHent
condition $30. Dorm Refngerstor in exceHent
condition $50 Must sell" CaH Brigltte at
372-6346.

EASY WORK" EXCELLENT PAY!
ASSEMBLE PRODUCTS AT HOME
CALL FOR INFORMATION.
504-641 -8003 EXT. 5972

1986 ESCORT GT - very good «>ndrbon. very
reliable. 65.000 mses $3300 OBO CaH
372-5440 Ask for Gil

46 N MAIN - BOWLING GREEN

FOR SALE 84 Honda Accord 3 dr . 5sp. Exc.
Cond . AM-FM Cass. Sunroof ALSO. Ricoh
35mm Camera a 35 - 70 Lens 4 Bag A Flash
Auto/Manual operation CALL 354-8792 Ask
for Jeff
^^^

352-7454 or 823-7555

1985 Escort $1500 good condition Day
372-7724 or eve. 669-2999 ask for Dave

353-0044

FOR SALE! NINTENDO GAME BOX!
Comes with 5 games and AC adapt Cal
372-3321 Courtney- leave message.

HELP WANTED

1960 Pinto, very rekable $500 obo
CaH 354-7697

O

Desk w/ftuor light $30. or 2 cs of Mater G D
353-6034

Wanted Rmmt for Sp Close to campus.
$125/mo CaH 352-8445

1977 Buick Special V-6 $600 CaH 363-8596

$5.95

CHRISTMAS IS HERE
R&R Destributing has received a shipment! Assortment of (taken Gold Necklaces and
Bracelets No reasonable offer refused'! Per
lect )Q' that special someone' 354-4522

Roommate needed to sublease apt (or Spnhg
semester Cheap rent Close to campua Heat
paid Call Scott 352-4024

• " * * CAR FOR SALE
1986 Chevy Cavalier Hatchback
ExceHent condition, good gas mileage
AC, cruise. 5-speed. $3500 OBO
Call Dave ©354-7749 Must seflM

(Pan or Hand Tossed)

3533759

PREFERRED PROPERTIES
1991 Spring leases now available
Efficiency. 1 bedroom or 2 bedroom

CaH 352-9376
or stop In our office located at
835 High Street

Subleasing apt 2 bedroom. 1 bath for Spnhg
Semester Heat included, $400 per month A
security deposit CaH 354-5098.
Two bdrm apt Stove, refrigerator, unities included $385 a month CaH and leave a message 354 6988
Why rent when you can invest?
For Sale by owner. Close to campua. Very
pleasant 4 bedroom. 1 1/2 bath, screened in
porch, wood burning stove, hot tub. Low
S60'S. 31BN Enterprise CaH 352 7723

GREENBRIAR INC
NOW LEASING
Spring Semester
Rentals Available
• 2 Bedroom
• 1 Bedroom
• Efficiencies

Call 352-0717 for
more information

